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F or the first time, the TaxPayers’ Alliance is able to reveal the full extent of taxpayer subsidised
trade union activity in Northern Ireland. The subsidy considered here takes the form of the so-
called "facility time" in which public sector employees undertake trade union work in place of

their regular duties.
Public bodies in Northern Ireland collect information about trade union activity in a poor and inconsis-
tent manner, with many having no record of the amount of time their staff spend on trade union duties.
Any estimate of total cost in this report is therefore likely to be a significant underestimate.

The key findings of this research are:

• Trade unions in Northern Ireland receive £4.7 million of "facility time" each year.

• At least 140 full-time equivalent (FTE) public sector staff worked on trade union duties in Northern Ireland
in 2013-14.

• 17 organisations, including 10 councils, kept no record of the amount of time that their staff spent on trade
union activities.

• In 2013-14, Northern Ireland Health Trusts provided "facility time" with an estimated value of £1.5 million.

• The NI Housing Executive provided facility time equivalent to the value of £350,000 in 2013-14, Translink
over £175,000 and NI Water over £80,000.
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Sources and Methodology

All information on the numbers off staff members involved in trade union activities were obtained from the
relevant organisations under the Freedom of Information Act.

The value of the subsidy was calculated by multiplying the total full time equivalent (FTE) in each organisation
by the average public sector salary in each year as stated in the Office for National Statistics’ Annual Survey of
Hours and Earnings.1

Councils in this report are as they stood previous to the restructuring of April 2015.

1http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/ashe/annual-survey-of-hours-and-earnings/2014-provisional-results/stb-ashe-statistical-bulletin-2014.html
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